
PARTICIPATING   IN   THE   THEATRE   PROGRAM   
Thank   you   for   taking   the   time to   visit our   site   and   download   the   necessary   forms   to 
audition.   Please   understand   that   there   are   MANY   things   to   READ   and   consider   before 
auditioning.   Make   sure   you   actually   READ   all   of   the   information   before   you   turn   anything  
in.   
 
**Please   note   that   if   you   participate   in   ANY   other    after   school   activity   you will   need   some 

of   these   forms so   it   would   be advisable   to   make   a   copy   of   these   forms.**  
 

**If   you   turned   in   all   necessary   paperwork   in   the   fall,   fill   out   ONLY   the   
Spring   Season   Audition   Form   P.   3-6**  

HERE IS   WHAT   YOU   NEED   
The   following   forms   are   included   in   this   packet.   They   ALL   need   to   be   completed   BEFORE   you  
may   audition.   
 
1.   Field   Trip   /   Activities   Permission   Form   
a.   Yes, this   is   another permission   slip,   but   it   covers   a   few   different   items.   Just   to   be   safe   and 
to    make   sure we   are always covered   we   require   both   to   be   filled   out.   
b.   This form   does   NOT   need to   be   notarized.   
  
2.   High   School   Activities   Participation   Form   
a.   This is   necessary   in   case   you   get hurt   or need   medical   attention   for   any   reason.  

  i.   You   only   need   to   fill   one   of these   out.   So   if   you   play   sports   or   have   already   turned   one  
in   to   another   sponsor   then   simply   bring   me   a   copy   of   that   one   

b.   Complete   and   NOTARIZE   this   form   
c.   This form   MUST   be    NOTARIZED. Again, note   that   this   form   must   be   NOTARIZED.  

  i.   If   you   turn   this   form in   without   being   NOTARIZED   I   will   return   it   to   you   so   that   you   can  
take   it   somewhere   to   be   NOTARIZED!!!!   

 
3.   Media   Release  
  a.   We will   publicize   in   any   possible   way   that   we   can.   Often   times   that   means   contacting a 
TV   or    radio   station,   a newspaper   or   putting something   online.   The   media release   allows us 
your    permission   to   use   your son   or   daughter   when those   times   come   up   
b.   Fill   out,   sign   and   return   
 
4.   Student   Insurance   
a.   This is   NOT included   in   this   packet   as   it   must   be completed   ONLINE  
  b.   Go   to   the   school   insurance   page   on   this   site.   
c.   You only   have   to   get   the   cheapest   policy (I   think it’s   $8)   
d.   Once   it’s   purchased   you’ll   get   an   email   confirmation.   Please   print   that   page   and   bring   it 
to   me.   
Again,   without these   forms   a student   CANNOT   stay   after   school   for   ANY   reason with   ANY   club  

or   sport.  
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Wha�   I�   I�   An�   Wha�   D�   I   Nee�   T�   Prepar�?  
 
Coffe�   Hous�:    This   is   an   event   we   put   on   2   to   3   times   a   year.   Once   in   the   fall   and   once   or  
twice   in   the   spring.   It   is   an   open   mic   style   performance   outside   under   the   big   oak   tree.  
People   typically   sing   pop   songs   or   perform   poems,   etc.   Where   as   our   other   events   are  
more   theatre   driven   this   is   a   chance   to   perform   something   different!  
★ If   auditioning   for   Coffee   House   please   prepare   UP   TO   1   minute   of   whatever   it   is  

you   would   like   to   perform.   (I   will   hear   the   rest   of   your   piece   during   the   rehearsal  
days)   Please   understand   that   I   may   disapprove   a   piece.   HOWEVER,   if   you   earn  
a   spot   in   Coffee   House,   it   is   YOUR   spot   and   may   pick   another   piece   to   perform.  
Just   because   you   are   auditioning   by   yourself   does   not   mean   you   can   not   use  
your   spot   in   Coffee   House   to   perform   a   duet   or   small   group   piece.   Whatever   you  
decide   to   perform   after   you   earn   your   spot   must   be   approved   by   Mr.   Saienni.  

 
Musica�:     This   is   the   mainstage   production   we   will   put   on   in   the   spring.   April   2-4   @   7   PM  
and   April   4   @   2   PMThis   year   we   will   be   performing:    Little   Women    
★ Please   prepare   a   1   of   the   vocal   selections   provided   on   the   website.  
★ Jo   -    Astonishing    m.   85-end  
★ Marmee   -    Here   Alone    m.   70-end  
★ Meg   -    More   Than   I   Am    m.   27-39  
★ Amy   -    The   Most   Amazing   Thing    m.   1-19  
★ Beth   -    Some   Things   Are   Meant   To   Be    m.   48D-62  
★ Aunt   March   -    Could   You    m.   4-21  
★ Laurie   -    Take   A   Chance   On   Me    m.   92-end  
★ Professor   Bhaer   -    How   I   Am    m.   52-84  
★ Mr.   Brooke   -    More   Than   I   Am    m.   3-19  
★ Mr.   Laurance   -    Off   to   Massachusetts   REPRISE    m.1-15  
★ BE   PREPARED   TO   SING   SOME   HARMONY   FOR   CALLBACKS**  

 
VFW   Variet�   Show:     This   is   a   small   production   we   will   be   putting   on   at   the   VFW   in   Safety  
Harbor.   It   will   include   singing,   dancing,   acting,   stand   up,   etc.  
★ Please   mark   on   your   audition   sheet   if   you   would   be   willing   to   participate   in   this  

event   and   what   you   might   like   to   do.  
★ Prepare   up   to   1   minute   of   what   you   might   like   to   do.  
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Countrysid�   Hig�   Schoo�   Seaso�   Auditio�   For�   
Return   the   completed   &   signed   form   to   Mr.   Saienni    BEFORE    the   audition  

Name:________________________________________________________________  
Parent/Guardian   Name:__________________________________________________   
Please   select   the   shows   you   are   auditioning   for   this   season:  
                    ___   VFW   Variety   Show        ___   Coffee   House              ___   Musical  
Role(s)   you’re   auditioning   for:______________________________________________  
Grade:   ___   Highest   completed   theatre   class:_________  
Your   Cell   #:___________________    Your   Email   address:________________________  
Parent’s   Cell   #:________________   Parent’s   Email   Address:______________________  
Acting   Skills:   Do   you   have   any   acting   training?   If   so,   how   many   years?   Where?  
______________________________________________________________________   
Dance   Skills:   Do   you   have   any   dance   training?   If   so,   how   many   years?   Specialty?  
______________________________________________________________________  
Gymnastic   Skills:   Do   you   have   any   gymnastic   training?   If   so,   how   many   years?  
Specialty?  
______________________________________________________________________  
Vocal   Skills:   Do   you   have   any   vocal   training?   If   so,   how   many   years?   Range?  
______________________________________________________________________  
 

SPRING   PRODUCTION   SCHEDULE   IS   @  
countrysidedrama.com   –   LOOK   AT   IT!   

 
I   am   available   for   ALL   REHEARSALS   for   productions   I   may   be   cast   in?    Yes   __   No__  

(If   no,   don’t   forget   to   list   your   conflicts   on   the   next   page)   
 

Check   the   schedule   for   rehearsal   and   show   dates   
Pay   attention   and   mark   ANY   days   you’ll   be   absent   on   your   form   

 
Check   the   roles/functions   you   are   interested   in   for   productions   (you   may   check   more  
than   one).   If   you’d   like   to   work   Tech,   make   sure   to   write   your   letter   of   intent.   
 
Major   Role   ___ Props___ Costumes   ___  
Minor   Role   ___ Lighting   ___ Makeup   ___  
Set   Construction   ___ Sound   ___ Publicity   ___  
Stage   Manager   ___ Programs   ___ Business   Manager   ___  
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MEASUREMENTS:   PLEASE   LIST   YOUR   MEASUREMENTS   FOR   COSTUMES   
HEIGHT   __________  PANT   __________   SHIRT__________   
DRESS__________   SHOE   __________   

 
PLEASE   LIST    ANY    CONFLICTS   YOU   CURRENTLY   HAVE   WITH    ANY    OF   THE   REHEARSALS   OR  

PERFORMANCE   DATES.   THIS    INCLUDES    DR.   APPTS.   ALSO   LIST   THE    TIMES    OF   THE   CONFLICT!  
ANYTHING   NOT   LISTED   HERE   WILL   BE   UNEXCUSED.   MORE   THAN   TWO   UNEXCUSED   ABSENCES  

MAY   RESULT   IS   DISMISSAL   FROM   THE   SHOW.   
MONDAYS:   __________________________________________________________________  
TUESDAYS:   _________________________________________________________________  
WEDNESDAYS:   ______________________________________________________________   
THURSDAYS:   ________________________________________________________________   
FRIDAYS:   ___________________________________________________________________   

Please   be   aware   that   if   you   are   cast,   YOU   are   fully   responsible   for   your   attendance   at   EACH   and   EVERY  
rehearsal   as   well   as   any   meetings   that   may   be   called   regarding   the   production.    Unless   listed   above,   Dr.  
Appts   are   UNexcused .   YOU   must   secure   transportation   to   and   from   EVERY   rehearsal.   Tardiness   and  
absence   will   not   be   tolerated   and   may   lead   to   your   dismissal   from   the   production.    No   matter   how   big   or  
small   your   part   may   seem ,   it   is   still   crucial   to   the   production   and   will   be   gladly   accepted   by   a   more  
dedicated   performer   if   you   should   cause   any   sort   of   problem   or   complication.   

 
•    You   are   expected   to   be   at   EVERY   rehearsal   listed   on   the   calendar   ON   TIME…PERIOD!   
•   If   you   are   going   to   miss,   YOU   must   tell   Mr.   Saienni.   Don’t   send   a   messenger!   
•   Do   not   assume!   If   there   are   questions   regarding   a   rehearsal   ask   Mr.   Saienni,   NOT   your   friends!!   

2   Absences   for   ANY   reason   =   probation   (does   not   include   absences   listed   above)   3   absences   for   ANY   reason   =  
dismissal   from   show   (does   not   include   absences   listed   above)   
2   Tardies   =   1   absence   

You   may   have   a   very   legitimate   excuse   for   missing,   but   you   have   still   missed.   
You   may   be   replaced   for   missing   3   rehearsals   for   ANY   reason…even   if   your   parents   write   you   a   note…you  
still   missed!!!   
 

● It’s   YOUR   responsibility   to   keep   up   with   schoolwork.   Missing   rehearsal   to   study   or   catch   up   is  
unacceptable.  

● If   you   have   a   meeting   with   another   club   you   need   to   leave   there   in   enough   time   to   BE   HERE   ON  
TIME!   

● Understand   that   you   will   be   asked   to   sell   tickets   and   advertising   for   the   benefit   of   the   production.   
 
Thanks   for   your   interest   and   for   auditioning.   BREAK   A   LEG!!!   
 
BOTH   parent   AND   student   MUST   sign   if   you   have    read   and   understand    the   above   conditions   and  
information.   You   understand   that   as   a   cast   or   crewmember   you   are   expected   to   attend   all   mandatory  
rehearsals   and   ANY   absence   NOT   listed   on   above   will   be   counted   as   an   absence.   
___________________________ _____________________________  
Student   Signature  Parent   Signature   
Please   note:   This   is   a   job.   Should   you   be   hired   for   a   position   you   need   to   dedicate   time   and   effort.   This   will   be   a  
fantastic   show   ONLY   with   dedication   from   all   participating.   The   rules   DO   APPLY.   Thank   you   for   giving   you   best.   
Respectfully,   Mr.   Saienni   

BOTH   Student   AND   Parent   must   sign   this   form   for   you   to   audition.   
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REHEARSAL   /   PERFORMANCE   ETIQUETTE  
  It   is   expected   that   everyone   involved   in   the   production   process,   whether   on   stage   or   off,   will  
adhere   to   these   rules/guidelines   to   provide   the   most   professional   atmosphere   possible   in  
the   high   school   setting.   Those   who   do   not   may   be   dismissed   from   the   production.    Check  
off   each   box   if   you   have   read   and   understand   each   expectation.  

❏ 1.   Respect   one   another.   
❏ 2.   School   work   /   class   work   comes   first.   Do   not   use   the   show   as   an   excuse   to   miss  

assignments,   extend   due   dates,   etc.   Because   of   this,   you   must   be   in   class   whenever  
possible.   When   you   know   you’re   going   to   be   out,   ask   for   assignments   in   advance,  
and   do   them.   

❏ 3.   Speak   only   positively   about   the   show.   Negativity   breeds   negativity.   You   are   our  
best   public   relations   firm.   Sometimes   during   the   process,   it   may   seem   like   mass  
confusion,   but   it   is   really   organized   confusion.   The   show   will   be   good   –   trust   me!   

❏ 4.   Do   not   give   notes   to   each   other.   Refrain   from   side-coaching   your   peers.   When  
you   begin   to   direct   your   partner,   you   are   no   longer   teammates.   Your   partner   sees  
you   as   a   director   watching   him   rather   than   a   fellow   actor   communicating   with   them.   

❏ 5.   Refrain   from   seeking   side-coaching   from   other   sources.   Everyone   is   a   critic   and  
may   wish   to   offer   advice   (to   help   you);   however,   only   your    director   has   the   one,   clear  
vision   for   this   production.   Trust   your   director.   Side-coaching   is   dangerous   because   it  
can   confuse   you   as   the   actor   and   muddy   your   director’s   vision   of   the   playwright’s  
intent.   

❏ 6.   Respect   stage   managers,   designers,   and   technicians.   Never   criticize   their   work.  
Trust   that   they   know   what   they   are   doing   and   that   and   that   all   of   the   pieces   come  
together   correctly.   

❏ 7.   Don’t   use   the   show   as   an   excuse   to:   stay   out   late,   miss   class,   miss   deadlines,  
miss   homework.   The   show   should   help   you   manage   your   time.   

❏ 8.   Don’t   ask   to   be   excused   from   ANY   class   to   “work   on   the   show.”   If   we   need   you,  
we   will   ask   you.   When   you   take   advantage   of   the   production,   it   hurts   our   ability   to  
pull   you   when   we   need   you.   

❏ 9.   Don’t   lie   to   your   parents.   Don’t   say   you   were   at   rehearsal   when   you   were   not.   This  
hurts   our   ability   to   pull   you   into   rehearsals   when   we   need   you.   

❏ 10.   Your   body   is   your   instrument.   Stay   healthy.   Protect   your   voice/body   at   all   times.   
❏ 11.   Make   smart   choices.   Don’t   party   the   night   before   a   long   rehearsal   or   a  

performance.   
❏ 12.   Call   in   advance   if   you   must   miss   a   rehearsal   or   arrive   late.   Be   considerate   of  

everyone’s   time.   You   haven’t   been   excused   from   rehearsal   until   you’ve   heard   it   from  
the   director’s   mouth.   

❏ 13.   Be   prompt   and   ready   to   work   at   the   scheduled   start   time.   
❏ 14.   Check   the   callboard,   texts   and   the   website.   You   must   be   responsible.   We   might  

not   have   the   time   to   call   you   with   changes,   so   pay   careful   attention   to   the   callboards  
and   BE   FLEXIBLE.   
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❏ 15.   Review   the   schedule   for   the   final   weeks   of   rehearsal   and   all   performances  
carefully.   Make   sure   that   you   understand   ALL   time   expected   of   you.   Get   classwork  
ahead   of   time   if   needed.   

❏ 16.   Ask   your   parents   to   help   us   with   publicity,   concessions   and/or   costumes.   We  
need   producers   for   every   show   to   keep   ticket   costs   down.  

❏ 17.   Mind   all   due   dates.   
❏ 18.   Learn   lines/songs   immediately.   But,   don’t   memorize   for   inflection/reaction   (which  

must   come   from   honest   response   to   your   partner).  
❏   19.   Do   “homework”   (research,   character   analysis,   etc.)   on   your   own.   Come   into  

rehearsal   with   knowledge   already   behind   you.   Don’t   wait   for   us   to   mold   you.   Share  
only   those   parts   of   your   character’s   back   story   that   affect   relationships   with   those  
specific   characters.   Remember   that   in   real   life,   we   don’t   know   each   other’s   complete  
history,   so   neither   would   your   characters.   Protect   your   inspiration   by   not   revealing   it  
to   anyone.   Once   revealed,   it   is   usually   lost.   “Save   it   for   the   stage”—   i.e.,   avoid   being  
the   class   clown   or   making   a   fool   of   yourself   in   public.   Act/rehearse   in   a   “safe   space”  
that   is   the   theatre   or   rehearsal   hall.   WE   DO   NOT   CONDONE   ACTING   “IN  
CHARACTER”   IN   PUBLIC   in   the   name   of   Countryside   High   School.   

❏ 20.   Accept   a   note   with   a   simple   “Thank   you.”   Do   not   waste   time   with   your   personal  
questions/concerns.   If   you   have   questions   or   concerns,   privately   speak   with   your  
director/immediate   supervisor.   

❏ 21.   Respond   to   a   cue   with   a   simple,   “Thank   you,”   or   repeat   the   cue   by   simply   stating,  
“Standing   by”   or   “Warning   received.”   

❏ 22.   Do   not   speak   on   the   headsets   about   anything   other   than   the   show   and   the  
business   relating   to   it–only   cues   and   acknowledgements   should   be   stated   on   the  
headsets.   

❏ 23.   Just   say   “NO!”   to   other   extra-curricular   activities.   Once   you’ve   accepted   a  
position   on   a   show   that   must   be   your   first   and   only   extracurricular   priority.   

❏ 24.   If   I   audition   and   am   cast   in   a   role   I   understand   I   must   accept   it.  
❏ 25.   Once   dress   rehearsals   are   completed,   all   experimentation   must   stop.   It   is  

extremely   unprofessional   to   change   what   has   been   rehearsed   and   approved   by   the  
director.   

❏ 26.   Opening/Closing   Night   gags   are   unprofessional   and   ruin   the   performance   for  
everyone.   

❏ 27.Maintain   the   magic!   The   audience   is   not   to   see   you   during   pre-show,  
intermission,   or   post-show.   Maintain   quiet   offstage   and   backstage   during  
performances.   During   rehearsals,   professional   courtesy   dictates   that   the   wings  
remain   silent   so   that   those   working   on   stage   may   focus.  

❏ 28.   Do   not   touch   props   that   are   not   yours.   Return   props   to   the   prop   table.  
❏ 29.   Finally,   break   legs,   and   HAVE   FUN!   Remember   that   it   is   a   play   –   so   PLAY!   

 
_______________________________   -    Student   Signature   (I   have   READ   and   I   UNDERSTAND   all   expectations)  
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